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Contact seminar “Expanding horizons in language learning”  

MAIN INFO

SALTO E&T link: https://salto-et.net/events/show/EE01_0467_TSS_2022

Sector:  SE   VET  Priority: Increase the quality of
programme
implementation
(2021-27)

Scope: Transnational

Type of presence: Face-to-Face Venue country: Estonia

Venue city: Tallinn Working language: English

Key Action: KA2 TCA documents:

Postponed: No E+ Academy: No

Start date: 25.04.2023 End date: 28.04.2023

Subtopic:  newcomers  

TCA DESCRIPTION

Themes and goals: The contact seminar aims to bring together language teachers and school staff
to discuss language teaching and learning and new ideas, methodological and
practical tools on how to best support learners in a multilingual (and
multicultural) classroom.The idea of the contact seminar is to create a safe place
for institutions with similar interests and develop ideas for the new cooperation
partnerships on the issue of multilingual/multicultural classroom.The seminar will
also give an opportunity to share experience and discover new approaches in
the field.Seminar will be held at face-to-face format.Website of the event:
https://www.erasmusplus-language-contactseminar-estonia.org/The event
programme is preliminary, the organizers reserve the right to make changes to it.

Expected results: Expected results:New good quality Erasmus+ KA2 project ideas/proposals to
the next 2023 and 2024 selection rounds.We expect all participating
organisations have found at least one possible cooperation partner for future
cooperation project(s).New ideas about multilingual/multicultural
classroom Shared experineces 

Additional
information:

Ability to speak different languages is a key to communication and social
inclusion. Languages are very closely linked to the development of intercultural
competences, critical thinking, social and civic engagement. During the last
decades the classrooms in Europe have become more multilingual and more
multicultural. Cross-border mobility, refugee-crises and pandemics have all
contributed to creating a new linguistic challenges in language learning and -
teaching. It is important to see how we can reach a comprehensive approach to
language teaching and learning already in early ages and include all learners in
the classroom. Language learning and -teaching is a topic where there's a lot to
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gain from transnational cooperation. Common methods, effective and innovative
methods can be created, implemented and shared in cooperation. Practical
information: The Estonian NA will cover accommodation for 3 nights in Hestia
Hotel Europe (25.04, 26.04 and 27.04). Extra nights must be paid separately by
participant.The Estonian NA will cover all meals and programme costs during
the event. We expect 60 participants, max 3 from every country.

PARTNERS AND PARTICIPANTS

Organiser NA: EE01 - Education and Youth Board (Haridus- ja Noorteamet - HARNO)

Number of
participants:

60

Target group:

Erasmus+ Programme
experience level:

Profile of participants: We expect participants from SE and VET sectors, related to the language
learning/teaching (teachers, directors etc).

Participants per
country:

Sending partner(s) -
Booked places:

 AT01 - -   BE02 - 2   CZ01 - 3   DE03 - 3   DK01 - 2   EE01 - -   ES01 - 7  
 HU01 - 3   IE01 - 2   IS01 - 2   LV01 - 2   NL01 - 2   NO01 - 3   SI01 - 3  
 SK01 - 2   PT01 - 3   SE01 - -   RS01 - 3 

Pending Sending
partner application(s)
- Booked places:

-

Accepted Sending
partner(s) - Accepted
places:

 AT01 - 4   BE02 - 2   CZ01 - 3   DE03 - 3   DK01 - 2   EE01 - 6   ES01 - 5  
 HU01 - 3   IE01 - 2   IS01 - 2   LV01 - 2   NL01 - 2   NO01 - 3   SI01 - 3  
 SK01 - 2   PT01 - 3   SE01 - 2   RS01 - 3 

Pending booked
places:

0

Accepted places: 52

TCA PARTICIPANT APPLICATION

Start date of TCA
Participant
Application:

20.02.2023 Application deadline: 12.04.2023

Confirmation deadline
for Sending NAs:

12.04.2023 Confirmation deadline
for Organiser NAs:

12.04.2023

i SALTO cannot be held responsible for information uploaded by the Organiser National Agencies
regarding training and cooperation activities (TCAs). Please inform SALTO, whenever you should
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come upon incorrect data. Always contact the Organiser/Co-organisers of the TCAs themselves for
the latest information.
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